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Quantized Contact Angles in the Dewetting of a Structured Liquid
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We investigate the dewetting of a disordered melt of diblock copolymer from an ordered residual
wetting layer. In contrast to simple liquids where the wetting layer has a fixed thickness and the
droplets exhibit a single unique contact angle with the substrate, we find that structured liquids of
diblock copolymer exhibit a discrete series of wetting layer thicknesses each producing a different
contact angle. These quantized contact angles arise because the substrate and air surfaces each induce a
gradient of lamellar order in the wetting layer. The interaction between the two surface profiles creates
an effective interface potential that oscillates with film thickness, thus, producing a sequence of local
minimums. The wetting layer thicknesses and corresponding contact angles are a direct measure of the
positions and depths of these minimums. Self-consistent field theory is shown to provide qualitative
agreement with the experiment.
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The dewetting of a simple liquid from a solid substrate is
a familiar process, such as when water droplets form on the
waxy surface of an automobile. Small droplets, where
gravity can be ignored, form spherical caps (see schematic
in Fig. 1) with a contact angle, θ, given by
Φðhmin Þ ¼ γðcos θ − 1Þ;

(1)

where γ is the interfacial tension of the liquid-air surface
and ΦðhÞ ≡ ½FðhÞ − Fð∞Þ=A is the effective interface
potential between the two surfaces of the liquid film
[1–3]. The latter is defined in terms of the free energy,
FðhÞ, of a film with uniform thickness h and area A. In
general, dewetting leaves behind a microscopically thin
residual wetting layer of thickness hmin , corresponding to
the minimum in ΦðhÞ [3]. For simple liquids such as water,
ΦðhÞ has a single minimum as illustrated by the dashed
curve in Fig. 1, which leads to droplets with a single contact
angle. The behavior becomes more interesting for complex
liquids such as liquid crystals in their isotropic (disordered)
state, where surface-induced smectic (lamellar) order fades
towards the center of the film. This should produce a series
of minimums in ΦðhÞ with decaying depths, resulting in a
discrete spectrum of contact angles. Although dewetting is
a well-studied phenomenon in physics, these quantized
contact angles have never been observed despite some
experiments that come tantalizingly close to revealing such
behavior [4–7]. Experiments on liquid crystalline polymers
have shown a stepwise thinning of the wetting layer [4], a
process which occurs reversibly in films of n alkanes [7]. A
partial reconstruction of ΦðhÞ around its global minimum
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was performed based on measurements of low molecular
weight lubricant oils [5] as well as lamellar-forming
diblock copolymers [6]. However, these studies did not
observe discrete changes in the contact angle, though
theoretically expected. Here, we examine the wetting
behavior of a disordered melt of diblock copolymer on a
silicon substrate. In this system, the different wetting layers
are highly metastable (∼ days), which allows us to
accurately resolve the quantized set of equilibrium contact
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FIG. 1 (color online). Effective interface potential between the
surfaces of a film as a function of the film thickness for simple
and structured liquids. The inset shows the geometry of our
experiment: partial dewetting of a film results in a thin wetting
layer with h ¼ hmin corresponding to a minimum in ΦðhÞ and a
droplet with contact angle θ given by Eq. (1). The dashed curve is
for polystyrene on an oxidized silicon substrate [2], and the solid
line is calculated for diblock copolymer as described in the text.
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angles. Furthermore, self-consistent field theory (SCFT)
calculations for structured polymers [8] exhibit qualitative
agreement with the experimental observations.
A diblock copolymer is a linear polymer with two blocks
of chemically distinct segments, typically labeled A and B
[9]; the polymerization index (total number of segments) is
denoted by N ¼ N A þ N B and the composition is specified
by f ¼ N A =N. The interaction between the segments is
characterized by a dimensionless Flory-Huggins interaction
parameter χ, which varies inversely with temperature T. For
most A-B combinations, χ > 0, which implies a tendency
for the unlike components to segregate into A- and B-rich
domains. This tendency depends on the product of the
interaction strength and the size of the copolymer chains,
χN. When χN ≳ 10 (corresponding to low temperatures),
the domains form ordered periodic morphologies with
different geometries depending on f. For a symmetric
composition (f ¼ 0.5), the diblocks self-assemble into thin
flat AB monolayers of alternating orientations, which
creates a lamellar phase with a period equal to the
AB=BA bilayer thickness, L0 . As the temperature increases
(χ decreases) beyond the order-disorder transition (ODT)
temperature, T ODT , thermal fluctuations destroy the longrange order producing a disordered phase.
In the presence of a flat surface, the domains align to
form lamellae parallel to the surface provided that the
surface has a sufficient affinity for one of the two
components. This can happen even when T > T ODT ,
although the order of the lamellar layers progressively
deteriorates with increasing distance from the surface,
resulting in an oscillating concentration profile of period
L0 [10] that decays in amplitude [11–14]. In a thin film,
the concentration profiles from opposing surfaces can
interfere with each other causing the free energy, FðhÞ, to
oscillate with a period of L0 . The preferred thicknesses
occur when h ¼ νL0 =2, where ν is an even integer if the
two surfaces have an affinity for the same component
(symmetric wetting) and ν is odd if they have affinities
for opposite components (asymmetric wetting). The solid
curve in Fig. 1 shows the effective interface potential,
ΦðhÞ ≡ ½FðhÞ − Fð∞Þ=A, between two surfaces with
opposite affinities, where the minimums occur for
ν ¼ 1; 3; 5; …. Since the effect of the surfaces diminishes
towards the bulk of the film, the minimums become
shallower as the film thickness increases. Consequently,
the diblock copolymer films tend to dewet one AB=BA
bilayer at a time (ν → ν − 2), which should, theoretically,
cause discrete jumps in the contact angle, given by
Eq. (1), until the minimum thickness (ν ¼ 1) is reached.
Although the thicker wetting layers (ν > 1) are only
metastable, the barriers between them can be relatively
large, and thus, their lifetimes can be exceptionally long
(∼ days).
In our experiments, the polystyrene-poly(2-vinylpyridine)
(PS-P2VP) diblock copolymer had a total number-averaged
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Color OM image of PS-P2VP diblock
copolymer droplets coexisting with wetting layers of ν ¼ 9 (light
brown) and ν ¼ 11 (dark brown). Differences in their contact
angles are evident by the spacing of the optical interference rings.
(b) Profile of the droplet with the ν ¼ 9 wetting layer measured
by AFM (solid red curve) and OM (open circles denote thicknesses obtained from the interference fringes, and the dashed
curve is a spherical fit). The heights from AFM and OM agree to
within 10 nm, and the resulting contact angles are indistinguishable. (c) Measurements demonstrating that advancing (black
squares) and receding (red circles) contact angles converge to
within 0.1° in about an hour.

molecular weight of Mn ¼ 16.5 kg=mol (N ¼ 158), a
polydispersity index of 1.09, and an equal composition
of PS and P2VP (Polymer Source Inc., Canada). From
previous studies, we know that χ ¼ ð97 KÞ=T − 0.11 [15]
and T ODT ≈ 160°C [14]. Thin films were prepared by spin
coating from dilute toluene solutions onto silicon substrates
using slow spin-coating speeds (500–1000 rpm) in order to
intentionally prepare nonuniform films. The gradients in the
surface topography caused instabilities in the film when
heated above T ODT in an inert nitrogen environment (see
movie in Supplemental Material [16]). The instabilities lead
to dewetting with metastable wetting layers of different
thicknesses as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Contact angle measurements were performed with
atomic force microscopy (AFM, Veeco, Caliber) and with
optical microscopy (OM, Olympus, USA) using a monochromatic filter (460 nm wavelength) to create interference
fringes from which the profile of the droplet was inferred
[17,18]. AFM and OM yield the same profile to within a
few percent resulting in nearly identical values for the
contact angle [see Fig. 2(b)]. Consistent with previous
measurements [17], the AFM error signal shows steps near
the contact line, indicating a small amount of residual order
at the base of the droplets. Since the OM measurements are
more easily performed, results were predominantly
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obtained using this technique. Both advancing and receding
contact angles were measured and were in agreement to
within 0.1° [see Fig. 2(c)], indicating that our measurements are of the equilibrium contact angle and free from
hysteresis or pinning effects. The metastable wetting layers
were generally stable for several days, whereas the typical
relaxation time for a droplet to reach its equilibrium contact
angle is on the order of an hour [see Fig. 2(c)].
Dewetting was observed for temperatures ranging from
190°C to 240°C, well above T ODT ≈ 160 °C, and for wetting
layer thicknesses from ν ¼ 1 to 15 (h ≈ 7 to 96 nm). The
contact angles ranged from 0.5° (the lower limit of our
measurement technique) for the thickest wetting layer
to 8.5° for the stable ν ¼ 1 wetting layer. As shown in
Fig. 3(a), there is a spectrum of discrete contact angles
indicating multiple minimums in the effective interface
potential [Eq. (1)] corresponding to different values of ν. As
the temperature is changed, the energy spectrum shifts. For
thicker wetting layers, the contact angle decreases as a
function of increasing temperature, while a more complex
dependence is found for thinner wetting layers.
In order to develop a more complete understanding of the
results, we calculate the free energy, FðhÞ, of a uniform
film of symmetric diblock copolymer as a function of film
thickness, h, using the standard SCFT for incompressible
Gaussian chains [8]. Note that our calculations assume
conformational symmetry, where the A and B segments
occupy the same volume, ρ−1
0 , and have equal statistical
segment lengths, a. Different values of temperature in the
disordered phase, T > T ODT , are produced by varying
χN < 10.495. The substrate and air surfaces were treated
by imposing reflecting boundaries with delta-function
potentials acting on the two polymer components, as
described previously [19,20]. The affinity of the substrate
for A-type segments was controlled by the dimensionless
parameter, Λsub ¼ ðγ sub=A − γ sub=B Þ=2kB Tρ0 aN 1=2 , where

γ sub=α is the surface tension between the substrate and
the α ¼ A or B polymer component [19,21]. Likewise, an
analogous parameter, Λair , was defined for the air surface,
which we chose with an opposite sign so as to reproduce
the asymmetric wetting conditions of the experiment. To
match the strong surface affinities characteristic of the
experiment, the dimensionless amplitudes were chosen
large enough (Λsub N ¼ −0.3 and Λair N ¼ 0.3) such that
the concentration of A and B segments at the substrate and
air surfaces, respectively, were relatively pure. Increasing
the affinities beyond these magnitudes had little effect on
the contact angles.
The SCFT is performed in terms of reduced parameters
such as h=aN 1=2 and FðhÞ=nkB T, where n is the total
number of molecules in the film. In order to explicitly
evaluate ΦðhÞ ≡ ½FðhÞ − Fð∞Þ=A as a function of h, we
estimated the volume occupied by a single diblock copolymer to be N=ρ0 ≈ 26 nm3 and the average end-to-end of an
unperturbed diblock to be aN 1=2 ≈ 8.9 nm [22]. The solid
curve in Fig. 1 shows ΦðhÞ calculated for χN ¼ 10.3. As
expected, ΦðhÞ exhibits a series of minimums with
decaying depths corresponding to odd-integer values of
ν. Using Eq. (1) with an average air/polymer surface
tension of γ ≡ ðγ air=A þ γ air=B Þ=2 ≈ 31 mJ=m2 [23], we
can then extract a contact angle, θ, for each of the free
energy minimums.
In Fig. 3(b), the theoretical spectrum for θ is shown for
three different values of χN, and compared to the experimental results in Fig. 3(a). The experimental and theoretical results all show a monotonic decrease with ν.
Furthermore, there is an increase in the difference between
the contact angles for ν ¼ 1 and ν ¼ 3 as the system
becomes more disordered, indicating a complex dependence of the contact angle on temperature. The temperature
dependence of the interface potential inferred by the
experiment [obtained by measuring θ and making use of
Eq. (1)] is shown in Fig. 4(a). Here, the data for ν ¼ 1 have
been omitted because they exhibit a larger scatter, which we
attribute to a partial ordering of the droplets close to the

(a)

FIG. 3. The spectrum of quantized contact angles θ, shown for
different numbers of diblock monolayers, ν, in the wetting layer.
(a) Experimental and (b) theoretical results are presented for
several different temperatures and values of χN, respectively.

(b)

FIG. 4 (color online). The effective interface potential plotted as
a function of (a) temperature for the experiments and (b) 1=χN
for theory. Results are shown for wetting layers with different
numbers of diblock monolayers, ν. Further results up to ν ¼ 15
are provided in the Supplemental Material, Fig. S1 [16].
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substrate as well as droplets pinning to small residual areas
of ν ¼ 3 where an extra bilayer has not fully dewetted (see
Figs. S2–S3 in the Supplemental Material [16]). The
corresponding results from SCFT calculations are plotted
in Fig. 4(b), with the temperature dependence mimicked by
ðχNÞ−1 . The calculations are in good qualitative agreement
with the experimental data. For ν ≥ 5, the contact angle
decreases monotonically as a function of T for the experiment or ðχNÞ−1 for the theory. Interestingly, this dependence becomes nonmonotonic at ν ¼ 3 in both theory and
experiment. A complete data set from ν ¼ 1 to 15 is
presented in the Supplemental Material (see Fig. S1)
[16]. In addition to our results for PS-P2VP diblocks,
we have observed similar behavior for PS-PMMA diblocks
(see Supplemental Material, Fig. S4 [16]) where the
substrate has a strong affinity for PMMA while the air
has only a slight affinity for PS, which illustrates the
generality of our observations.
This behavior is best observed at temperatures just above
the ODT. At higher temperatures, the metastable minimums
in ΦðhÞ will be too short lived to observe their contact
angles. However, it is also essential that the system remains
above the ODT so that ΦðhÞ → 0 as h → ∞, or else there
will be no driving force for films to dewet. Indeed, droplets
of ordered diblock copolymer are known to slowly spread
[24], indicative of the fact that they do not possess an
equilibrium contact angle.
The physics of this dewetting behavior is relatively
simple. The affinities of the substrate and air surfaces
favor the formation of ordered lamellae so as to minimize
the surface energy, but entropy favors disorder given that
T > T ODT . So as to minimize the number of ordered layers
in a thin film while still maintaining the order next to the
two surfaces, polymer is transferred from the film to the
droplet where it can exist in a disordered state of lower free
energy. The increased preference for thinner wetting layers
(i.e., smaller hmin ) causes a quantized reduction in the
effective interface potential. This leads to a change in the
force balance at the contact line of the droplets, driving
flow of material from the edge of the droplets towards their
centers and, thus, a monotonic increase in θ with decreasing
ν (see Fig. 3). The complicated temperature dependence of
θ (see Fig. 4), on the other hand, is difficult to explain
because of the numerous competing effects, such as the free
energy difference between the ordered and disordered
phases, the surface energies, and the decay length of the
surface ordering. Nevertheless, SCFT captures the qualitative features. We note that accurate quantitative predictions
should not be expected from SCFT because the mean-field
approximation ignores composition fluctuations, which
become important in the disordered phase [25].
The wetting layer is generally very thin for simple
liquids, whereas it can be more than an order of magnitude
thicker for structured liquids (compare the locations of the
minimums in Fig. 1 for the two cases). It is for this reason
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that researchers [4,6,26] have referred to the latter case as
autophobic dewetting, meaning that the droplet dewets
from what is essentially itself. In true instances of autophobic dewetting, such as a homopolymer dewetting
from a chemically identical polymer brush [27–34] or
elastomer [35–37], the droplet actually sits on top of a
polymeric substrate which is anchored. In contrast, the
wetting layer here does not extend beneath the droplet but
rather coexists side-by-side with the droplet. Although
there are ordered layers at the base of the droplet, the
number of layers and their detailed composition profile are
distinct from those of the wetting layer. For instance, all
three droplets in Fig. 2(a) would possess identical microstructure next to the substrate despite being in contact with
two different wetting layers (ν ¼ 9 and 11). The only effect
of ν, or rather the depth of the effective interface potential
Φðhmin Þ, is to modify the amount of force pushing material
into the droplet, which in turn alters the Laplace pressure
inside the droplet and, thus, the curvature of the polymer-air
surface.
In summary, we have discovered a series of quantized
contact angles when a film of structured isotropic liquid
dewets from a solid substrate, specifically a disordered melt
of diblock copolymer from a silicon wafer. The behavior
results from a subtle competition between surface interactions that tend to order the film and entropy which favors
the disordered state. Because the induced order is unfavorable above the ODT temperature, the film dewets so as to
produce droplets of disordered diblock copolymer. The
wetting layer left behind remains relatively ordered, and
consequently, it forms, in our case, an odd number of
diblock monolayers (ν ¼ 1; 3; …; 15). Since the surfaceinduced order decays at temperatures above the ODT, the
monolayers at the center of a thick wetting layer will be
somewhat disordered, and therefore, the tendency to dewet
is relatively weak, resulting in a small contact angle.
However, as the wetting layer thins, it becomes more
ordered throughout, and consequently, the contact angle
increases. It is this increase in contact angle due to the
improved order of thinner wetting layers coupled with the
step changes in thickness that creates the discrete spectrum
of contact angles. We were able to observe the different
angles with remarkable accuracy due to the long lifetimes
of the metastable wetting layers (ν > 1). In fact, the
lifetimes were sufficient for us to carefully probe temperature dependence. Given that the set of θ and hmin is such a
direct and accurate measure of the free energy, these
experiments will provide a superb test for future calculations beyond SCFT [38,39]. Furthermore, the physics of
this new dewetting behavior is reasonably generic to
structured liquids, and thus, we expect it to occur in
numerous other systems beyond the two lamellar diblock
copolymer examples used in this Letter.
Financial support for this work was provided by NSERC
(Canada) and EPSRC (U.K.).
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